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 MATHEMATICAL NOTES. MATHEMATICAL NOTES.

 Also, by a theorem of Jacobi, we have
 B'C' - F'2 = - l2A.

 Hence if 0 be the angle between the lines given by (1), (2), we have

 , . 24/ZA tan = =

 Thus the lines are real or imaginary as A > 0 or A < 0, whilst the con-
 dition for perpendicularity, YA'=0, is clearly

 -al2 + 2efmn = aCl12.

 The same piece of algebra of course occurs in finding the condition that a
 line may touch a conic or be cut harmonically by two conics. E. J. NANSON.

 481. [E. 5.] The Integrals fsin2mx dx, in2dx nx sin2x , X

 These integrals (m being an integer in the first) are of importance in con-
 nection with the theory of Fourier series. The following very elementary
 method of finding their values is suggested by the method applied by Prof.
 A. C. Dixon* to the third integral.

 1. Denoting the first integral by Sm, an integration by parts gives

 Sm=m sin 2nx cot x dx.

 Hence Sm/m-SSm/_l/(m-l1)=2f cos(2m- 1)xcosxdx

 = f {cos(2m-2)x+cos 2mx}dx=0,
 and therefore Sm/m = l= r/2.

 2. Since sin2x/x2 is positive, and

 sin2x dx/x2 < fdx/x2= l/,

 fsin2xdx/x2 exists, and is the limit of when I tends to infinity in any
 manner. We can therefore take I=m7r/2, m being an integer.

 Now sin2X dx= sinlV mdx. Jo x Jo mx2

 Since cosecx>x-2> cot2x in the interval (0, 7r/2), the value of the
 integral last written is intermediate between Sm/m=7r/2, and

 sin2mx cot2x dx = (Sm- sin2x dx)
 mJo m\ Jo

 7r 7r

 2 4rn

 The required limit is therefore 7r/2.

 3. Prof. H. C. M'Weeney has pointed out to me that the preceding argu-

 ment, followed by an integration by parts, gives sin x dx/x very simply.

 * Math. Gazette, Note 367, 1912 p. 223.
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 300 THE MATHEMATICAL GAZETTE.

 Ir fac;t, fsin2rd r[si2X]b r sin 2.tr In fact dx= - + dx

 rsin2x] 1 sill x. =-_ + d,.
 L ? _Ja ,2a 3?

 Allowing a and b to tend to zero and infinity respectively, we get the
 result. M. F. EGAN.

 Dublin.

 482. [H. 5. a.] Linear Differential Equations with Constant Coefficients.
 The method usually employed to obtain the solutions of the differential

 equation dx + a -+ b =0, in the case where the constants a and b are such
 that the two roots of the quadratic m2+ am + b==0 coincide, involves some
 very unconvincing arguments about "inifinite constants."

 To avoid these we may proceed as follows:

 Denote the operator r 2+a + b by D.

 Then Demx= (q2 + am + b) emx
 = ( - a)2 e,

 if a is the repeated root of the quadratic, and

 D (a eiX)= =2 (De - ) =""2 x (2 - a)2xex.
 \q / a 3m

 Thus Dem and D ( a enx) both vanish if m=a.

 But emx = enx.

 Therefore exx and xea? are the required solutions of Dy=O.
 Equations of higher order may be treated in a similar manner.

 If the equation in m has three coincident roots, we use -2 emx, and so on
 in general. m H. PIAGGIO.

 483. [D. 6. b. d.] lYote on Napier's Logarithms.
 In the many papers which have appeared in connection with the Napier

 Tercentenary of 1914, it has been frequently pointed out that in Napier's
 system of logarithms the logarithm of unity is not zero. I have not noticed,
 however, anywhere a statement of the actual value of Log 1 in Napier's
 system, although this is readily found from the well-known relation between
 Napier's logarithms and Hyperbolic logarithms. The following may there-
 fore be of interest.

 The fundamental property of Napier's logarithmic function, f(x), is that
 if a: b= c:d, then f(a)-f(b)=.f(c)-f(d), or, in particular, putting a=x
 b=l, c=xy, d=y,

 f (x) +f(y) =f(x) +f(l).

 Differentiating partially with regard to x and y separately, we have

 f'(x)=yf'(x.y) and f'(y)=xf'(xy),
 whence xf'(x)==yf'(y)= a constant = a; and, on integrating, we have

 f(x) = a log,x+ b.
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